Recommendations initially considered for addition to Secretary’s list: 12
Recommendations formally added by Commission for consideration: 8
Recommendations added and approved by Commission in some form: 7

APPROVED FOR THE COMMISSION’S FURTHER CONSIDERATION

RECOMMENDATION #: 191
NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Naval Air Station Brunswick, Maine
SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: One
DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign NAS Brunswick, Maine
COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Close NAS Brunswick, ME. Relocate aircraft, personnel, equipment and support to Naval Air Station Jacksonville, FL.
JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 8 Yays, 1 Nay, 0 Recusals
FINAL COMMISSION DECISION: Approve
AUGUST VOTE RESULT: 7 Yays, 2 Nays, 0 Recusals

RECOMMENDATION #: 192
NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Navy Broadway Complex, San Diego, California
SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: One
DOD RECOMMENDATION: None
COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Close Navy Broadway Complex, San Diego, CA. Relocate Navy activities into excess administrative space on more secure Navy installations in San Diego.
JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 8 Yays, 1 Nay, 0 Recusals
FINAL COMMISSION DECISION: Approve (amended) (See Appendix Q, Section 192, for full text of recommendation)
AUGUST VOTE RESULT: 9 Yays
RECOMMENDATION #: 193

NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Naval Air Station Oceana, Virginia

SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: One

DOD RECOMMENDATION: None

COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Close Naval Air Station Oceana, VA. Transfer all squadrons, personnel, equipment and support to a suitable alternative site determined by the Navy.

JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 7 Yays, 1 Nay, 1 Recusal

FINAL COMMISSION DECISION: Approve (amended) (See Appendix Q, Section 193, for full text of recommendation)

AUGUST VOTE RESULT: 7 Yays, 0 Nays, 2 Recusals

RECOMMENDATION #: 194

NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina

SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: One

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Pope AFB, North Carolina

COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Realign Pope AFB, NC [increase the extent of realignment beyond the original DoD recommendation].

JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 7 Yays, 2 Nays

FINAL COMMISSION DECISION: Not approved

AUGUST VOTE RESULT: N/A (never voted or considered)

RECOMMENDATION #: 195

NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Galena Forward Operating Location (FOL), Alaska

SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: One

DOD RECOMMENDATION: None

COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Close Galena FOL, Alaska

JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 9 Yays

FINAL COMMISSION DECISION: Approve (close) (See Appendix Q, Section 195, for full text of recommendation)

AUGUST VOTE RESULT: 9 Yays
RECOMMENDATION #: 196

NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Defense Financing and Accounting Service (DFAS)

SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: Three

DoD RECOMMENDATION: Close all except three DFAS sites (Denver, CO; Columbus, OH; and Indianapolis, IN), and distribute remaining DFAS workload to the three remaining sites.

COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Close or realign DFAS Denver, CO. Close or realign DFAS Columbus, OH. Close or realign DFAS Indianapolis, IN. [to allow for comparisons between all DFAS sites under consideration]

JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 9 Yays

FINAL COMMISSION DECISION: Approve (amended to close DFAS Denver, CO) (See Appendix Q, Section 145 (H&SA 37) for full text of recommendation)

AUGUST VOTE RESULT: 7 Yays, 0 Nays, 2 Recusals

RECOMMENDATION #: 197

NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Professional Development Education

SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: Three

DoD RECOMMENDATION: None

COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Realign Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA. Realign Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH. Realign Defense Language Institute, Monterey, CA.

JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 8 Yays, 0 Nay, 1 Recusal

FINAL COMMISSION DECISION: Approve (amended) (See Appendix Q, Section 197, for full text of recommendation)

AUGUST VOTE RESULT: 9 Yays

RECOMMENDATION #: 198

NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Joint Medical Command Headquarters

SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: Four

DoD RECOMMENDATION: None


JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 8 Yays, 0 Nay, 1 Recusal

FINAL COMMISSION DECISION: Approved (See Appendix Q, Section 198, for full text of recommendation)

AUGUST VOTE RESULT: 8 Yays, 0 Nays, 1 Recusal
NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Marine Corps Recruiting Depot, San Diego, California
SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: One
DOD RECOMMENDATION: None
COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Close MCRD San Diego, CA. Consolidate Marine Corps recruit training at MCRD Parris Island, SC.
JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 2 Yays, 6 Nays, 1 Recusal

NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Naval Ship Yard Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: One
DOD RECOMMENDATION: None
COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Realign Naval Shipyards & Intermediate Maintenance Facility Pearl Harbor, HI.
JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 2 Yays, 6 Nays, 1 Recusal

NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Moody Air Force Base, Georgia
SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: One
DOD RECOMMENDATION: Gainer
COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Realign Moody AFB, GA [with intent to relocate possible Master Jet Base mission from NAS Oceana, Virginia to Moody AFB]
JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 1 Yay, 7 Nays, 1 Recusal

NAME OF RECOMMENDATION: Grand Forks Air Force Base, North Dakota
SITES WITHIN RECOMMENDATION: One
DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota.
COMMISSION PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION: Close Grand Forks AFB, ND.
JULY 19 VOTE RESULT: 3 Yays, 6 Nays